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The full-length standalone Alpha Billionaire Romance novel that follows supermodel photographer,

Liam Rising, from the Hollywood Dreams series by CJ Thomas. He had a knack for getting women

to take off their clothes and light â€™em up. Billionaire Liam Risingâ€™s lens was long. He knew

just where to point and shoot to make the biggest flash. The first time I heard his sexy European

accent pass his sensual lips, I wanted to lift the hem of his shirt up, just so I could kiss my way

down. Then my life threw a devastating curve ball no one saw coming. It would be easy to forget

about all that went wrong in my life by losing myself in him. The thing was, I never saw myself being

a model, but with him around, a man who clearly liked to take charge, maybe I could make an

exception. All he had to do was point his long lens and shoot. Mature audience 18+
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There is something about reading a story. Every story is different and captures each of us in a

different way. My favorite thing about stories is the realness of them.Liam is a hot shot photographer

who has been known to sleep around. He has worked extremely hard to get where he has gotten



and then two things happen they he never seen coming. One: a sexy feisty woman who rocks his

world and a letter that changes EVERYTHING.Tessa is determined to make the best for her and her

sister. She works hard and puts every effort to making their lives happy number one priority. Things

come to play and she is left with the only option of modeling and putting herself into the hands of

Liam not realizing her life will change once she gives herself to him. She never thought modeling

would in her future but hey a girl has to do what she has to do right?Liam and Tessa are thrown

together but their relationship doesn't come without obstacles. These obstacles will test everything

they have worked at.Their chemistry is steamy and the passion they portray through their feelings is

so real. It felt like it was happening right before my own eyes.CJ always gives us a story that leaves

you feeling for hours sometimes days after reading. Books like this are the best because it's based

on reality and something that can so easily happen in today's world.I am never disappointed with a

novel by CJ and this one is no different.5 stars and a must read!!!I received this book as an ARC in

exchange for an honest review.

I LOVE CJ Thomas books anyway; this one is no exception. I sincerely love this book. Liam, a

super HOT playboy meets Tessa, your everyday gorgeous woman. After their first date life seriously

turns upside down for Tessa. Liam finds out days after the change and is there fully supportive of

Tessa. Both Liam and Tessa know there is something very different about this relationship. They

have their trials but, their love comes easy. Reading this book made me laugh, and almost cry.

Again, loved it...can't say that enough. I highly recommend this book, you will not be let down,

promise.

Love this story as it draws you in within the first chapter.This story is about Tessa who is a girl that

meet Liam at her BFF photoshoot. The author doesn't wait to hit you hard with grabbing for some

tissue as something tragic happens in Tessa's life. She has to figure out how to provide for herself

and also her little sister.Liam is then hit with some crazy news as the girl casually sleeps with says

she pregnant just as things start to hit off with Tessa. I don't want to give away much but this book is

a great read. If you have books with a twist, a little mystery/thrills and a lot of romance you will enjoy

this.

I loved this book.. The characters are realistic and the chemistry between Tessa and Liam is just

wow.. Paisley is a b*tch, I wanted to slap the sh*it our of her..lol Sadie is awesome, all girls need a

friend like her. This book has you full of feelings.. Loss, grieving, anger, confusion,



deception,happiness and love.. I definitely recommend this book..

Great read. As always, CJ Thomas createsa page turner that makes us feel the emotions of the

main character, Tessa. The author also created a real hot love story, complete with trials and

tribulations. Of course, a happy ending for the characters.

I hate leaving bad reviews, but I will make an exception for this book.I was not able to read past

40%. There were just too many mistakes. Perhaps even worse than the mistakes were the multiple

instances where it just seemed there was missing dialogue. I don't may be some people can make it

through, but I just can't.

I loved the writing and I was hooked after the first chapter...just couldn't put it down. The chemistry

between Liam and Tessa was leaping off the page. I loved Sadie and wanted to smack Paisley. The

imagery had me visualizing every scene as if I was watching a movie.
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